
How ((Sony)) Marketing Boss David Rubenstein Turned
NPR Into A Turd-Fest!

No Question NPR is a dishonest monster with an anti
American agenda  (whatever)

submitted 11 hours ago by ActuallyAGoodThing

Yesterday they had a segment on net neutrality.
They framed the entire segment about rural bandwidth.
They didn't mention once how net neutrality protects small
websites like Voat from being throttled by ISP's/content providers
who either don't want to compete with the content or who have
political disagreements/agendas.
There is no way they could not have known that is a massive
issue. They even brought in experts, who ignored that elephant in
the room too.
NPR are a bunch of propagandism fucking liars. I have begun to
seriously hate them as human beings.
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Sort: Top

[–]  PrettyBigDouche  8 points (+8|-0 ) 10.4 hours ago 

NPR are a bunch of propagandism fucking liars. I have
begun to seriously hate them as human beings.

Yes they are and we fund it with tax dollars. Makes me sick. Oh
and vocalfry people should be shot.
permalink

[–]  Phierce_Phlegaton  2 points (+2|-0 ) 8.8 hours ago 

Vocal fry- so played out and stupid. Definitely shot.
permalink    parent

[–]  Pop-up-king  1 points (+1|-0 ) 7.4 hours ago 

In the morning?
permalink    parent

[–]  YugeDick  6 points (+7|-1 ) 9.9 hours ago 

I still like listening to them each morning to know what the left is
thinking that day. Easier to fend them off if you know where
they're coming from. When the commie comes at you at the
water cooler you already know what NPR tripe they're going to
spout and can be prepared to shut them down with authority.
permalink

[–]  Plavonica  1 points (+1|-0 ) 8.5 hours ago 

Know your enemy. I knew a guy in the military that had his
homepage set to the PETA website for that stupid boat of
theirs.
permalink    parent

[–]  Whitemail  4 points (+4|-0 ) 9.8 hours ago 

You could say NPR is Jewish too. Same thing.
permalink

[–]  ActuallyAGoodThing  [S] 1 points (+6|-5 ) 9.8 hours ago 

I won't fall into that trap. I refuse to join the anti-jew
bandwagon just because the Zionists use them as a shield.
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I refuse to be blamed for the actions of the NeoConservative,
or the Neo-Nazis, so how is it fair to blame all Jews for the
cockroach Zionists and Lying Scheming Mossad?
permalink    parent

[–]  Cooking_with_Alf  9 points (+9|-0 ) 9.3 hours ago 

I don't hate Jews either, but they did create Marxism,
Communism, murder the Russian monarch, started a civil
war in Spain, attempted to start a civil war in Germany,
Italy, Poland, Hungary, got Lord Rothchilds to convince the
last king of England to give Palestine to the Jewry, ahem,
Rothchilds himself so he could create Israel and begin
genocide, own Hollywood, have infiltrated the University,
control the media, and are behind every attempt at forced
multiculturalism by their own admission.
permalink    parent
2 replies

[–]  primaryappellation  1 points (+1|-0 ) 5.8 hours ago 

Take a look at how they dominate our elite universities yet
still benefit from affirmative action
permalink    parent

[–]  Whitemail  1 points (+1|-0 ) 9.7 hours ago 

It's like when you welcome Muslims into your countries.
Most of them don't go blow shit up, but when the group is
there, you get allah snackbar incidents. The more of them
you let in or the more they grow in numbers, the more allah
snackbars you get.
If you tolerate a Jewish population, you get Jewed.
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  Pissant  0 points (+0|-0 ) 5.3 hours ago 

Because there are actual organizations of Jewish
individuals that are effecting every aspect of our society,
and there aren't groups of Neo-Nazis doing the same?
Like sure, not all Jews are part of the conspiracy, but
they're only 2% of our population yet they have a ridiculous
presence just about everywhere. There's an issue with
Judaism.
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permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  Wouldbethaticould  2 points (+2|-0 ) 8.5 hours ago 

I listened to this American Life recently. It was about how you
shouldn't worry about your daughter being a prostitute, so yeah...
permalink

[–]  Pop-up-king  0 points (+0|-0 ) 7.4 hours ago 

wow! cant make that up.
permalink    parent

[–]  ActuallyAGoodThing  [S] 0 points (+0|-0 ) 8.5 hours ago 

Degenerates.
permalink    parent

[–]  SHIVASHIVASHIVA  2 points (+2|-0 ) 10.2 hours ago 

blame israel...
permalink

[–]  revmoo  1 points (+1|-0 ) 4.6 hours ago 

I thought it was amusing six weeks ago they were arguing in
favor of diplomacy with North Korea. Then trump sends a
diplomat and NPR immediately runs stories denouncing the act
as "giving them legitimacy".
If you can't stick to a narrative then your propaganda just simply
isn't going to work.
permalink

[–]  MadBro  1 points (+1|-0 ) 5.5 hours ago 

My rural internet is better than anything my folks get in Seattle.
permalink

[–]  Phierce_Phlegaton  1 points (+1|-0 ) 8.8 hours ago 

NPR has been far left anti-American for the past 30+ years. I
won't allow it in my car or home.
permalink

[–]  aria_taint  1 points (+1|-0 ) 9.1 hours ago 
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Need to stop funding Nigger Propaganda Radio.
permalink

[–]  Doglegwarrior  1 points (+1|-0 ) 9.2 hours ago 

I dont even need to see comments when its 35 up voats and
zero down voats.. but what pisses me off is my liberal friends
would think it's insane to talk bad about npr
permalink

[–]  theshopper  1 points (+1|-0 ) 9.6 hours ago 

We need to purge all subversive, anti-nationalist, corporatist
influence from our media, schools and businesses if we are to
survive another hundred years on this planet.
permalink

[–]  Pop-up-king  0 points (+0|-0 ) 7.4 hours ago 

first read that as "purge all subverses...."
permalink    parent

[–]  Stanley_224  0 points (+0|-0 ) 7.1 hours ago 

Sorry, what does NPR stand for, anyone?
permalink

[–]  ActuallyAGoodThing  [S] 1 points (+1|-0 ) 7 hours ago 

National Public Radio.
Your tax dollars at work, supporting George Soros Open
Society Foundation talking points.
permalink    parent

[–]  Stanley_224  2 points (+2|-0 ) 6.7 hours ago 

Never knew. Thanks for this
permalink    parent
1 reply

[–]  ohnonotagain  0 points (+1|-1 ) 10.1 hours ago 

This is common knowledge. 60 seconds should be all you need
to call it as you hear it.
permalink
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